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Data and policy: two worlds
• Information logic:
- Real-time policy making & continuous 

evaluation

- Identify trends that could not be found before

- Provide ‘hard’ evidence for decisions 
(methodological choices)

- Evidence-based policy à legitimacy
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• Decision logic:
- Bounded rationality

- Selection of sources

- Alignment with values, interests

- Making choices: managing competing values

- Decision and policy making erratic, non-lineair

step at the very end of the policy cycle, to happen at any stage and to happen opaque to the affected
stakeholders. Thus we propose a newly shaped policy cycle in which evaluation does not happen at
the end of the process but continuously, opening permanent possibilities of reiteration, reassessment,
and consideration. This will remove evaluation from its place at the end of the policymaking process
and instead make it an integral part of every other policymaking step. This is a new feature enabled
by Big Data Analytics, and we name it the e-policy cycle.

Our approach of continuous evaluation harmonizes the views of summative and formative
evaluation: Continuous evaluation in the e-policy cycle is formative as it is performed throughout
the policy process, and summative as it is based on rational models.

With advances in Big Data, use cases of continuous evaluation in public administration/the
government become available. The US Army, for example, is testing a program called Automated
Continuous Evaluation System. Utilizing BDA solutions and context aware security, the system
analyzes government, commercial, and social media data to uncover patterns relating to US army
applicants. In 21.7% of cases the program revealed important information the applicant had not
disclosed, like serious financial problems, domestic abuse, or drug abuse. This use case presents only
a very limited view of the possibilities generated by continuous evaluation (Executive Office of the
President 2014, 36). Another example of continuous evaluation is the UK Government Program on
Performance Data.2 Instead of merely providing open government data from policy programs at
various stages of the policy cycle, visualizations provide a more accessible experience with respect to
the evaluation of government policy making. The program is still in beta, changes are likely to
happen, and many of the visualizations lack the capability to further drill down into the data the
visualization has been based on. However, the UK performance program serves as another example
of applied continuous evaluation.

7. Conclusions and limitations

According to our observations, the underlying concepts behind Big Data are not disruptively new;
instead we witness a repackaging of terms like data mining, business intelligence, and decision
support, which then become part of the Big Data arena. What is new, however, is the possibility to

Figure 2. The big data-revised policy cycle.
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Research agenda
Empirical and design-oriented research into questions and tools of governance 
in the digital age

• Digitalisation as challenge: digital-induced institutional voids
- E.g. What are patterns of conflict, collaboration and institution building in institutional voids? 

• Digitalisation as opportunity: collaborative value creation
- E.g. How to balance control and generativity in a data collaborative? 

• Digitalisation as change: politics of AI
- E.g. How is the supply of insights by data analysts aligned to the demand of information by 

decision-makers? And how can this alignment be improved?

• Examples of current projects:
- Politics of algorithms
- Big data use in policy making

- Data science for national cyber security
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Approach

• Multi-disciplinary research projects
• AI as socio-technical system

• Empirical, governance-oriented research with an action component

• AI research in Public Administration:
- Big data analysis as research instrument

- AI applications in specific policy domains

- Study of use/implementation of AI in government and policy

• Collaboration with new Chair Public Law & Governance of AI (with Public Law)
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